A method for analysis of the local atrial evoked response for determination of atrial capture in permanent pacing systems.
We developed a method for detection and analysis of the local atrial evoked response. Eleven patients undergoing permanent dual chamber pacemaker implantations for standard clinical indications were included in the study. Using a pacing system emulator, charge balancing using a variable triphasic stimulus waveform to reduce polarization artifact amplitude was performed first. This could not be completed in one patient because of a poor signal-to-noise ratio. Subsequent analysis of the local atrial evoked response in the remaining ten patients showed the typical signal to be a biphasic waveform with an initial negative deflection followed by a positive deflection nearly equal in amplitude. The mean amplitude of the atrial evoked response was 3.1 +/- 1.4 mV, while the intrinsic P wave amplitude in these same patients averaged 5.6 +/- 3.0 mV. The summed evoked response, a parameter that is directly proportional to the area of the signal, was used to determine atrial pacing threshold. The median atrial pacing threshold determined by the algorithm was 1.00 V. There was no instance of failure to detect loss of capture, nor was loss of capture inaccurately determined when there was still successful atrial pacing. Atrial capture in permanent pacing systems can thus be determined using an algorithm to record and analyze the local atrial evoked response. This method could potentially be useful in the automatic determination of atrial pacing threshold.